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Abstract
This document describes two planning portfolios developed for the Learning Track of IPC-2014 (International Planning Competition). The Learning Instance-Based Configured Portfolios are based on predictive models learnt with training instances gathered from previous executions of the base planners. For solving new planning problems, the portfolios select a group of planners using the predictions of the learnt models. Specifically, LIBACoP uses a classification model to select potential planners assigning the same execution time to each of them. LIBACoP2 uses the same classification model and, in addition, a regression model to predict the time for each planner.

Introduction
In recent years, the notion of portfolio has appeared for improving the performance of automated planners. The portfolios are motivated by the general idea that none of existing planners dominates all other in all cases (problems and domains). In the IPC scope, they consist of assigning the available time (maximum execution time) to a sub-set of available planners and running this configuration. In the state of the art, there are several portfolios that define different ways to combine simple base planners (strategies).

The most common strategy is the static, where the portfolio components and the time for each planner is previously defined and maintained for all domains and problems. FDSS (Fast Downward Stone Soup) (Helmert 2006) is an example of this type of portfolio. It has various configurations based on previous planning results, as a function of the track or the component that is considered. It obtained good results in the IPC-7.

The other possible strategy is dynamic, where the portfolio does not commit to the same configuration in all cases. An example of this type is PbP planner. PbP (Gerevini, Saetti, and Vallati 2009) generates domain-specific multi-planners from a set of domain-independent planning techniques. It generates macro-actions, optimizes planner parameters and selects specific planners for each domain. Therefore, it generates a different configuration for each domain. PbP won the learning track in IPC-6 and the following version PbP2 (Gerevini, Saetti, and Vallati 2011) won in IPC-7.

Our portfolios also follow a dynamic strategy, where a different configuration per problem is generated. Planners in the learning track exhibit two behaviours. The first one is a base strategy without knowledge and the second one exploits the domain-knowledge acquired from training problems. Our base strategy is the result of applying the Pareto efficiency technique (Censor 1977) to select a sub-set of planners from all planners in sequential satisficing track in IPC-7 plus LPG-tn (Gerevini et al. 2004) and SGPlan (Hsu and Wah 2008). We select the planners that dominate all others in at least one domain (from a set of training domains), taking into account quality and time. The selected planners are assigned the same running time. The learning-based behaviour is a dynamic strategy based on learning predictive models of the planner performance: one portfolio with classification model (LIBACoP) and the other one with classification and regression models (LIBACoP2).

LIBACoP is a portfolio configurable with a predictive classification model. This portfolio is an evolution of the base strategy (without knowledge). LIBACoP selects a sub-set of planners using a classification model. This model is the result of a learning process, and predicts the behaviour of the planners in future problems, i.e. whether they will be able to solve a given problem. The planners with higher confidence are selected, and they are ordered following such confidence. Then, running time is divided uniformly among them.

LIBACoP2 strategy is an evolution of LIBACoP. It has an extra phase that includes a regression model to predict the running time for the planners selected by the classification model. In contrast LIBACoP2 assigns the time estimation given by the regression model. In the next section we present the general ideas of the portfolios, with their components and how we finally created the portfolios.

General System Description
In this section, we explain the general process to configure LIBACoP planners. For each configuration in our planner, there is a learning phase for each domain. This process is depicted in Figure 1. For each domain, the system gathers some examples of future problems. From these examples we learn which sub-set of planners are likely to solve these problems. The learning phase has two difference parts. The first one is the characterization of the training problems (Extract Fea-
tues) and the second one is building the predictive models (Planner Selection and Time Assignment).

Data Preparation
The first step is the characterization of the problem. For this task, we consider some features in the planning task previously used (Roberts and Howe 2009) and include others for a better particularization of the problem difficulty (Cenamor, de la Rosa, and Fernández 2012). These features show good accuracy for configuring portfolios (Cenamor, de la Rosa, and Fernández 2013; Roberts et al. 2008). In addition, we create some new features to improve the characterization of the initial state of the problem. Such features are:

Previous Features From the previous work (Cenamor, de la Rosa, and Fernández 2012), we include the number of objects and the number of goals, which are directly extracted from the PDDL files. Also a group of elaborated features are generated from the problem translation to the SAS+ formalism (Backstrom and Nebel 1995) like the number of variables in the causal graph (CG), the ratio between the high level variable and all variables in the CG, the standard deviation of the number of input edges in the CG, the average number of output edges in the CG, the maximum and the average weight of the output edges in the CG, the standard deviation of the number of output edges in high level variables in the CG, the number of variables in the domain transition graph (DTG), the number of edges in the same graph and the maximum weight of input edges in the DTG.

New Features We include information that appears in the translation and preprocess of Fast Downward (Helmert 2006). The features are: the number of types of objects, the number of auxiliary atoms in the translation from PDDL to SAS+, the number of implied effects removed groups, all resulting from the translation process. In addition, we include the most representative heuristic functions computed for the initial state with unit cost: \(h_{add}, h_{max}\) (Bonet and Geffner 2001), Context enhanced additive (Helmert and Geffner 2008), \(h_{FF}\) (Hoffmann and Nebel 2011). Goal count (i.e., the number of unsatisfied goals), Landmark count (Richter, Helmert, and Westphal 2008) and Landmark cut (Helmert and Domshlak 2009), the ratio \(h_{FF}/h_{max}\) and a set of features to characterize the fact balance of the relaxed plan \(RP\). We define the fact balance for fact \(p\), as the number of times \(p\) appears as an add effect of an action belonging to \(RP\), minus the number of times \(p\) is a delete effect of an action in \(RP\); considering orignal actions where deletes are not ignored. The intuition behind fact balances is that high positive values would characterize easier (relaxed) problems for a given domain, since achieved facts do need to be deleted many times. Given that the number of relevant facts of a planning task is variable, we compute statistics (i.e., min, max, average and variance) for the fact balance of the relevant facts. Additionally, we compute statistics only considering facts that are goals, following the same procedure. Besides, the number of relevant facts and the number of actions are included in the feature selection.

In summary, we use 35 features, and the time to extract features is negligible given that features wrt. graphs imply
Modelling the data

To continue with the process, we select and apply a variety of modelling techniques to find the model with higher accuracy. The output models should be evaluated in the context of the objective: planning capability of the developed portfolio.

In this step, a classification model is created to predict whether a planner will find a solution for a problem. Besides, a regression model to predict the running time for each planner is created. We trained with 25 algorithms (for different model types: trees, rules, support vector machines and instance based learning) using WEKA (Witten and Frank 2005). WEKA is a Data Mining toolkit that provides a standard format for running machine learning algorithms.

The last phase, the deployment, is the part of the process that verifies previously held hypotheses through the knowledge discovered in the earlier phases of the Data Mining methodology. The final system gets a new problem and domain, calculates the features, queries the models, and returns the sub-set of planners with their running time.

Deployment

In this section, we report an algorithmic version of the whole system. We show the general behaviour of the portfolio as a function of the learnt knowledge and the portfolio version.

The general working process appears in the algorithm 1. The input of this algorithm is the problem (i), the domain (d), the planners (Pini), the classification model (C), the regression model (R) and the available time (T). The output is a sort list with the planners and their running time (Portfolio = \{< p1, t1 >, ..., < pc, tc >\}). If the system has the configuration by default (which means there is not classification neither regression model) the output is a base strategy. The time per the initial planners is the same for all components. In other case, the features (f) are extracted from the problem (i) and the domain (d). For each planner, the algorithm asks for the confidence to the classification model. After that, the best 5 planners are extracted with their parameters (i.e., their confidence, the set of initial planners and the number of the selected planners). If the regression model exists (LIBACoP2 planner), these planners query for their running time, otherwise the planners get the same time (180 seconds).

LIBACoP

The submitted version of LIBACoP planner uses a RandomForest (Breiman 2001) in the classification task. This model is a combination of tree predictors such that each tree depends on the values of a random vector and with the same distribution. It selects the 5 planners with the highest confidence of solving the problem. The execution order of the planners is based on their confidence. The running time is assigned uniformly to each planner (180 seconds).

LIBACoP2

The submitted version of LIBACoP2 planner uses the same classification model as LIBACoP (RandomForest) with the 5 planners with the highest confidence of solving the problem. The second step uses a DecisionTable (Kohavi 1995) model to decide the running time for the selected planners. The execution order of the planners is based on their confidence.
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